
Etsy Product Photography
A Guide for FACES Directory Members



 Objective - Sell!

90% of Etsy buyers 
surveyed say “Photo 
Quality” is very or 
extremely important in their 
buying decision



The basics....

Bright natural light looks best

Make the product the star

Hi-Resolution photos look best

We recommend keeping it simple



Getting set up - What you need

Camera or Phone Camera

Light Source

Background

List of desired photos



FACES Recommendations

Each item should have at least 3 high quality 
photos

Etsy will accept a maximum of 9 photos per item

Take the photos in as hi-resolution as you are able. 
Etsy recommends a minimum of 1500 px wide. 

Think about what a buyer would want to see 
when taking photos, then work toward that. 



3 Must-Have Photos - These are 
the three main photos you will need

A full view photo 

A close up detail of part of 
the item

An interesting angle



Additional Photos - These can 
really help sell!

A photo of your item being used/worn

A photo of you making the piece that you are 
selling

A photo of your item grouped with similar 
items

A scale photo that shows the size of your item



Choosing a background
Plain White works well for

Bright or dark items

Shows off minimal details

Plain Black works well for

Light or bright items

Items with lots of detail

Situational works well for

Showing an item being used that has specific purpose

Items that belong in a specific room or setting or garments

Make sure the background 
is clean and clear of 

distractions such as outlets 
or smudges. If using a 

backdrop, take the time to 
iron it if wrinkled. These 
things will show and will 
make your photos look less 

professional.



Examples of Situational Photos

Showing a quilt on a beautifully made bed

Setting a beautiful table to showcase a table 
runner or table cloth

Showing a garment being worn by a person

Showing a photo of hands knitting with hand 
spun yarn or hand made knitting needles



Take more photos than you will 
need. You never know which will 

end up working out. 



Examples of different views of a garment



Examples of 
different views of a 

table runner



Now what?

Now that you’ve taken your photos, you need to 
review them, select the best ones, and edit them 

to be uploaded. 



Photo Editing Tools

iPhone, Smart Phone, or tablet - You can do 
some editing directly on your phone if you 
used it for your photos

Desktop photo editors 

Online Photo editing  



Easy (Free) Apps

Google Photos

iPhoto

Flickr



Advanced/Intermediate Apps

Photoshop Express (free) - recommended!

Photoshop (full desktop software by 
subscription)

GIMP (free desktop software)

Lightroom (full software by subscription) 



Things to edit

Area - clip away excess 
background to focus on item

Adjust colors - Brighten or 
darken to make sure colors 
appear correctly

Blemishes - Use blemish tool 
(if available) to lessen 
shadows or erase lint or 
flaws in the background

Unedited 
photo

After 
Editing

Edit out window frame Center item and enlarge Crop out distractions

Sale item featured

Interesting background

Distractions removed



Ready to Sell!

Once your photos are edited, you are ready to submit them to be 
uploaded to Etsy. 

There are several ways you can submit photos:
Email

Share a public folder (Google Photos, Flickr, DropBox)
Thumb Drive



For more information, to schedule a product 
photo shoot with our Etsy Coordinator, or for 

individual help with Etsy photography, contact 
our Etsy Coordinator at etsy@fiberartscenter.com. 

mailto:etsy@fiberartscenter.com

